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ABSTRACT: The demonstration of reversible anionic redox in Li-rich layered oxides has revitalized the search for higher energy
battery cathodes. To advance the fundamentals of this promising mechanism, we investigate herein the cationic−anionic redox
processes in Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3a model Li-rich layered cathode in which Ru (cationic) and O (anionic) are the only redox-active
sites. We reveal its charge compensation mechanism and local structural evolutions by applying operando (and complementary ex
situ) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Among other local eﬀects, the anionic-oxidation-driven distortion of the oxygen
network around Ru atoms is thereby visualized. Oxidation of lattice oxygen is also directly proven via hard X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (HAXPES). Furthermore, we demonstrate a spectroscopy-driven visualization of electrochemical reaction paths,
which enabled us to neatly decouple the individual cationic−anionic dQ/dV contributions during cycling. We hence establish the
redox and structural origins of all dQ/dV features and demonstrate the vital role of anionic redox in hysteresis and kinetics. These
fundamental insights about Li-rich systems are crucial for improving the existing anionic-redox-based cathodes and evaluating the
ones being discovered rapidly.

■

and Li2IrO3,6 that paved the way for evidencing the same in LRNMC.7−11 Anionic redox has thus rejuvenated the search for
novel high energy cathodes by unlocking the possibility for
capacity enhancement beyond what one expects solely from
transition metals’ (TM) redox.12
However, fundamental understanding of anionic redox is still
nascent since isolating its eﬀects is not straightforward in LRNMCs, owing to their complicated charge compensation
mechanism from TMs (Ni, Mn, and Co) as well as O.
Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO), on the other hand, oﬀers this
possibility since its redox activity stems from just two species,

INTRODUCTION
A sustainable transition toward renewable energy and electriﬁed
transportation is being facilitated by steady improvements in
rechargeable batteries, an important thrust area being their
energy density. In the near future, Li-ion batteries are projected
to maintain their dominance for high energy-density
applications, more so if Li-rich Mn-based layered-oxide
cathodes, e.g., Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13O2 (LR-NMC) that oﬀer
high capacities (reaching 300 mAh g−1), are successfully
commercialized.1,2 Although these cathodes have attracted
extensive academic and industrial interest, it was only lately that
fundamental questions were answered regarding the origin of
their excess capacity. Recent studies demonstrated the
reversible redox activity of oxygen (anionic redox), initially in
closely related “model” Li-rich cathodes such as Li2RuO33−5
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Figure 1. XAS characterization of Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO). (a) Ru K-edge XANES spectra recorded for LRSO and compared with two Ru4+
references. The three samples show the same edge positions (deﬁned at jump of 0.6). (b) LiRu2 honeycomb layer in Li2RuO3’s crystal structure32
showing asymmetric Ru hexagons. Short Ru−Ru dimers are represented by dark blue lines. (c) Magnitude of Fourier transform of k3-weighted
EXAFS oscillations for pristine LRSO along with ﬁtting results. The |χ(R)| plot is not corrected for phase shifts. Inset shows the ﬁt quality in k-space.

changes in the Ru oxidation state, and visualize, among other
local eﬀects, the anionic-redox-driven distortion in the oxygen
network around Ru atoms that leads to short O−O distances, a
result that was as of yet only theoretically envisaged for
LRSO.18 Through a chemometric methodology for XAS data
analysis,19−22 which has recently been introduced to the ﬁeld of
Li (and Na) batteries,23−26 we neatly decouple the cationic−
anionic redox reactions to explain each feature in LRSO’s
diﬀerential capacity (dQ/dV) curves. Moreover, we show how
these ﬁndings can underscore the crucial role of anionic redox
toward application-wise important properties (i.e., hysteresis
and kinetics) in this model Li-rich cathode.

namely, Ru (cationic) and O (anionic), whereas Sn is just a
spectator.3 Moreover, this cathode emulates the electrochemical signature of LR-NMC, i.e., a staircase-like 1st charge,
followed by an S-shaped-sloped proﬁle, and is structurally
analogous to LR-NMC’s Li2MnO3 component (also expressed
as Li[Li1/3Mn2/3]O2). These peculiarities, plus a large reversible
capacity (∼250 mAh g−1) with long cyclability,3,13,14 make
LRSO a powerful model for the Li-rich layered-oxide class of
cathodes, and we attempt herein to further advance the
fundamental knowledge about the cationic−anionic charge
compensation and local structure evolutions in LRSO using
operando (and complementary ex situ) X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS).
Concerning charge compensation, previous X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies (in ex situ conditions)
proved the redox activity of Ru and lattice oxygen,15 but doubts
regarding quantiﬁcation still remained because of the limited
probe depth of in-house XPS. On the other hand, electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) provided bulk sensitivity along
with operando capability. However, a part of the electrochemical
cycle yielded no paramagnetic signal, hence eluding an
exhaustive quantiﬁcation of cationic−anionic redox.16 Crystalstructure-wise, operando X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) for LRSO
simply evidenced the anionic-redox-driven nucleation of a
disordered phase (XRD peak broadening).3 The short-range
local structure, inaccessible from XRD, thus still remains
obscure and deserves greater attention since local eﬀects, e.g.,
oxygen network distortion to form “peroxo-like” species, are
expected to majorly inﬂuence the electrochemical properties,
such as voltage hysteresis (or path dependence), kinetics, and
voltage fade, as reported recently.14 A technique more suitable
for atomic-scale investigation is transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as successfully applied to visualize cationic
migrations (in ex situ mode) over long cycling in order to
explain voltage fade.13 However, atomically resolved TEM
visualization of the oxygen network, like neatly done in Li2IrO3
to spot O−O dimers,6 has not been possible in LRSO due to
symmetry incompatibilities.3 Lastly, LRSO’s investigation with
operando7Li nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), a technique
sensitive to local environments, also left open-questions about
path dependence and cationic ordering.17
Aware of the above-mentioned shortcomings and knowledge
gaps, we present herein a detailed operando XAS investigation
to track the electrochemically driven evolutions in LRSO’s
electronic structure as well as its local structure. We reveal

■

RESULTS
Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO) powders were synthesized by a solidstate route as described previously,3 and then cast into Bellcoretype electrodes for electrochemical testing (see Methods).27
The Ru K-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)
spectrum of the pristine electrode, recorded ex situ in
transmission mode, is shown in Figure 1a. The rising edge is
followed by two peaks, the ﬁrst of which can be ascribed to the
dipole allowed transition from 1s to 5p levels, while the second
one is dominated by single-scattering events involving the
absorber and its Ru/Sn neighbors.28 The rising edge for pristine
LRSO superimposes neatly with that of two references, Ru4+O2
and Li2Ru4+O3, thus establishing its Ru4+ oxidation state.
Besides, the absence of a pre-edge feature indicates
centrosymmetric Ru coordination.29−31 Structure-wise, the
Li2MO3 (M = Ru, Sn, Mn) family is made from layers of Li
alternating with LiM2 layers, the latter having edge-shared MO6
octahedra in a honeycomb-like arrangement around the LiO6
octahedra.3 For Li2RuO3, the LiRu2 honeycomb layer,
illustrated in Figure 1b, shows an interesting asymmetry in
the Ru hexagons such that one-third of the Ru−Ru distances
are short (Ru−Ru dimers)an arrangement only recently
identiﬁed in literature using the P21/m space group.32,33 Ru Kedge extended X-ray absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS)
oscillations contain information about the neighboring atoms
around Ru absorbers located in the honeycomb layer. For
pristine LRSO, the magnitude of the Fourier transform of
EXAFS oscillations, |χ(R)|, shows three peaks (Figure 1c), of
which the ﬁrst one corresponds to a RuO6 octahedron (ﬁrst
shell), while the next two peaks come from the abovementioned asymmetric RuM3 (M = Ru, Sn) honeycomb
arrangement (second shell) involving one short and two long
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Figure 2. Operando XAS characterization of LRSO’s 1st charge process. (a) The staircase-like charge voltage proﬁle (top of ﬁgure) measured in the
operando cell shows two steps, respectively, around 3.6 V (cationic redox, green background) and 4.2 V (anionic redox, red background). Current
density is 32 mA g−1 (C/5 for 1.0 Li+ exchanged per formula unit). A potentiostatic hold at 4.4 V is applied until current decays to 1.6 mA g−1 (C/
100) for achieving a full charge. The bottom of the ﬁgure tracks relative concentrations of the four principal components reconstructed using the
MCR-ALS method, explaining nearly 100% of the variance in the experimental data with the lack of ﬁt being 0.039%. Summation of concentrations
equals unity. The evolution of Ru K-edge XANES spectra during the redox steps around (b) 3.6 V and (c) 4.2 V. Insets show enlarged views of
interesting regions identiﬁed by dashed boxes. Reconstructed XANES spectra for the (d) ﬁrst three and the (e) last two components.

the rising edge to higher energy by ∼2 eV (Figure 2b) and an
inversion of intensities of the two peaks (situated around
22,135 and 22,147 eV), thereby demonstrating the Ru4+/5+
cationic redox associated with the removal of 0.75 Li+ per
formula unit of LRSO. In contrast, further oxidation at the 4.2
V plateau does not lead to an additional shift of the Ru K-edge
(Figure 2c), hence signifying that the Ru5+ state remains
unchanged and further implying the occurrence of a 2O2−/
(O2)n− (n < 4) anionic redox process as expected for charge
compensation.3 Note, therefore, the gradual growth of a preedge peak during the 4.2 V plateau. Such a pre-edge is due to
the dipole-mediated 1s−4d transition that reﬂects the noncentrosymmetric environment of RuO6 in the fully charged
state. In fact, as already reported for 4d transition-metal oxides
and complexes,29−31 the hybridization between the Ru 5p and
4d states becomes enhanced in a distorted octahedral
coordination, leading to an increase of the pre-edge peak. In
our case, the distortion of RuO6 is triggered as a consequence
of anionic oxidation, and similar behavior of the pre-edge was
also reported for highly delithiated Li2RuO3.4
Principal component analysis (PCA)19,23−26 results, as
shown in Supporting Information Figure S2, revealed that
four principal components are needed to capture all variations
in the data set of XAS spectra measured on the 1st charge.
These four orthogonal components were reconstructed with
the multivariate curve resolution-alternating least-squares
(MCR-ALS)20−26 method such that their linear combinations
attempt to simultaneously ﬁt each complete spectrum (covering
both XANES and EXAFS regions). The resulting Li-driven
evolution of relative concentrations of the four components
(Figure 2a, bottom) shows two separate regimes during the two

Ru−M distances. This local structural arrangement is fully
established by modeling the EXAFS oscillations using six Ru−
O (2.03 Å) distances, one short Ru−M (2.60 Å) distance and
two long Ru−M (3.08 Å) distances (see the Supporting
Information Table S1 for detailed ﬁtting results). Such a clear
characterization of the asymmetric RuM3 distances using
EXAFS analysis asserts this technique’s superiority in
determining structures at the local scale, compared to longrange techniques like XRD that missed this eﬀect for many
years. Note that our EXAFS model does not include lightweight
Li, and neither do we diﬀerentiate between Ru and Sn (our
model considers M = Ru), which is justiﬁed because LRSO and
Li2RuO3 show nearly identical Fourier transforms (see
comparison in Supporting Information Figure S1). Nevertheless, the quality of ﬁts is excellent and the distances match
with the literature.32−34 Building up from this initial XAS
characterization of pristine LRSO, we next study the eﬀect of
delithiation (oxidation).
Staircase-like 1st Charge. An in situ electrochemical cell,35
equipped with two Be windows (one on either side) that allow
transmission of the X-ray beam, was used for studying LRSO
positive electrodes in a Li half-cell conﬁguration. The voltage
proﬁle measured during oxidation in such a cell features a
staircase-like charging process (Figure 2a, top), replicating
neatly the proﬁle obtained with conventional coin or Swagelok
cells.3,14 Ru K-edge XAS spectra were collected in operando
conditions without any current interruption. Each spectrum
shown herein consists of data averaged over 250 s (500 raw
scans), and the time interval between two spectra was ∼20 min.
It can be observed that the spectra evolve diﬀerently during the
two voltage steps. Delithiation near 3.6 V accompanies a shift of
9716
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Figure 3. EXAFS analysis of principal components and HAXPES characterization of LRSO’s 1st cycle. Magnitude of Fourier transforms of k3weighted EXAFS oscillations for the four components (a−d) along with ﬁtting results. The |χ(R)| plots are not corrected for phase shifts. Insets show
the quality of ﬁts in k-space. (e) Schematic illustrations of components III and IV (before and after anionic oxidation, respectively) showing the O−
O distance at the shared edge between two RuO6 octahedra. Note that the illustration of component IV is not drawn to scale. (f) The evolution of
HAXPES O 1s spectra of LRSO during the 1st cycle.

voltage steps. Cationic redox (3.6 V step) involves the ﬁrst
three components (I to II to III), whereas the anionic plateau
around 4.2 V involves the last two (III to IV). The XANES
region of the reconstructed components shows an edge shift
from I to II to III (Figure 2d) and a pre-edge growth from III
to IV (Figure 2e), in agreement with the cationic−anionic
charge compensation mechanism discussed above.
Since XAS is a local technique, these principal components
reﬂect the changes in short-range structure and not the longrange symmetry. EXAFS analysis of the reconstructed
components was consequently carried out to track the Lidriven modiﬁcations at the local scale. For the four
components, Figure 3a−d, respectively, shows the magnitudes
of Fourier transforms of the EXAFS oscillations, |χ(R)|, with
their ﬁts (see the Supporting Information Table S2 for ﬁtting
results). Component I (Figure 3a) is identical to the pristine
LRSO electrode measured ex situ (recall Figure 1c), displaying
three peaks in |χ(R)| as discussed before. Initial Li removal
leads to the consumption of component I to produce II (Figure
2a, bottom). The |χ(R)| of component II is quite similar to that
of I, such that the three peaks are still present (Figure 3b),
which correspond, respectively, to six Ru−O (2.00 Å)
distances, one short Ru−M (2.55 Å) distance, and two long
Ru−M (3.09 Å) distances. Initial Li removal therefore does not
alter the overall local arrangement, whereas the Ru−O
shrinking supports partial Ru4+/5+ oxidation. Further oxidation
leads to the production of component III as I and II get
consumed (Figure 2a, bottom). The local geometry of III is
diﬀerent from I and II since only two peaks feature in its |χ(R)|
(Figure 3c), the ﬁrst one representing six Ru−O (1.96 Å)
distances and the second peak coming from three Ru−M (3.04
Å) distances. Again, the shrinking of Ru−O comes as an eﬀect

of Ru4+/5+ oxidation, whereas the merging of initially unequal
Ru−M distances into a single stronger peak indicates a Lidriven rearrangement of the second shell (RuM3), such that the
irregular hexagons described in Figure 1b become regular. This
justiﬁes the symmetry change in Li2−xRuO3 from monoclinic (x
= 0) to rhombohedral (x = 1.1) when Li is removed.34
Moreover, from the EXAFS ﬁtting results, the shortest O−O
distance in component III can also be estimated to be 2.48 Å
since it is located at the shared edge between two RuO6
octahedra, as schematized in Figure 3e (left side).
In summary, the 3.6 V cationic redox process on LRSO’s 1st
charge is composed of two steps, i.e., (a) from I to II where the
overall local arrangement having a short Ru−M distance
remains intact and then (b) from II to III that involves
equalization of the three Ru−M distances (second shell of
neighbors). Note that this mechanism is fully reproducible, as
demonstrated with complementary ex situ XAS measurements
(Supporting Information Figure S3). Such a two-step
mechanism bears a full meaning when looking at the
experimental diﬀerential capacity (dQ/dV) proﬁle around 3.6
V which also shows a double peak even at very low currents
(Figure 4). A comparison of the two-step mechanism (revealed
from EXAFS analysis) with the double peak in dQ/dV therefore
implies that the ﬁrst peak corresponds to the reaction from I to
II, while the second one is due to the reaction from II to III.
Furthermore, for components I, II, and III, the amplitude of
EXAFS oscillations (insets in Figure 3a−c) and consequently
the |χ(R)| peak intensities as well as the Debye−Waller factors
(Supporting Information Table S2) remain nearly unchanged,
thus implying the preservation of structural order upon Li
removal. This sheds light on previous electrochemical evidence
that indicated a full reversibility of the 3.6 V cationic redox step,
9717
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anionic oxidation (Figure 3e, left side), and signiﬁes the
“peroxo-like” nature of oxidized oxygen.
Although a signature of oxygen oxidation can be seen on the
Ru K-edge XANES via the pre-edge peak’s growth, we also
measured the O 1s photoelectron spectra with bulk-sensitive
hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) for directly
probing the anionic redox process (Figure 3f). The probe depth
with HAXPES is signiﬁcantly higher compared to classical inhouse XPS due to the higher excitation photon energy (set to
6.9 keV in present work). For the O 1s core peak measured
herein, the probe depth (deﬁned as 3 times the photoelectron
inelastic mean free path (IMFP) that was estimated according
to the TPP-2M model37) is 26 nm at 6.9 keV, compared to 5.6
nm at 1.487 keV for in-house XPS. The pristine sample shows a
peak at 529.5 eV that is associated with lattice oxygen O2−,
whereas the peaks at higher binding energy are due to oxygencontaining surface species. When LRSO is charged to 3.80 V
(crossing the Ru oxidation step), no signature of anionic
oxidation is observed. In contrast, fully charging to 4.4 V leads
to a new oxygen environment at 530.5 eV, which is ascribed to
oxidized lattice oxygen (O2)n−. This assignment is justiﬁed
because the oxygenated surface species in the solid−electrolyte
interface (SEI) layer, coming from the decomposition of
electrolyte solvents and salt, are known to lie at higher binding
energies.38−40 For instance, decomposition of carbonate
solvents may lead to plenty of organic oxygenated species,
but the binding energies of all such groups are observed
between 531.5 and 534 eV. Similarly, inorganic species resulting
from the decomposition of LiPF6, e.g., phosphates, ﬂuorophosphates LixPOyFz, or LiOH, are also observed at a higher binding
energy than that of (O2)n−. Therefore, the binding energy range
of the oxygenated compounds found in the SEI does not
overlap with O2− and (O2)n− peaks of the material. Moreover, a
comparison of diﬀerent photon energies (6.9 vs 1.487 keV; see
Supporting Information Figure S5) shows that, when probe
depth is increased, the relative intensity of O 1s signals from the
surface species decreases by a factor more than 2 (about 2.3)
with respect to the O2− component. On the contrary, the
(O2)n−/O2− intensity ratio is not modiﬁed. The higher probe
depth with HAXPES thus demonstrates the presence of (O2)n−
in the bulk. Since the polluting signal from surface deposits is
lowered at higher photon energy, the quantiﬁcation of %
(O2)n− is much easier with HAXPES than with in-house XPS;
however, the obtained % (O2)n− (38%) is similar for the two
energies.15 We also measured the O K-edge XAS spectra for
Li2−xRuO3 in bulk-sensitive ﬂuorescence mode (Supporting
Information Figure S6); however, only qualitative interpretation is possible at this stage as supporting theoretical
calculations are needed owing to the Ru−O hybridization
and the particular role of oxygen nonbonding states in these
materials.18,36
On discharge, the (O2)n− peak diminishes (Figure 3f),
showing the reversibility of anionic redox. The discharge
voltage proﬁle shows a sloped S-shape (Supporting Information
Figure S7) during which the capacity arises from combined
cationic and anionic reductions, which are, respectively, located
at low and high potentials, as indicated by both operando as well
as ex situ XAS measurements (Supporting Information Figures
S7 and S8). EXAFS analysis shows that, although the local
structure after the 1st discharge becomes similar to the pristine
material, the disordering that was triggered by anionic oxidation
is not reversed (Supporting Information Figure S9 and Table
S4). This irreversible disordering explains the permanent

Figure 4. dQ/dV proﬁle of LRSO’s 1st charge recorded at a very low
current of C/100 (T = 25 °C). The two peaks can be assigned to the
two-step reaction mechanism revealed from PCA and MCR-ALS
analyses. The C/100 proﬁle shown here displays the same features as
the proﬁle measured with a PITT protocol,14 and represents the nearequilibrium potential proﬁle.

thereby demonstrating a classical Li-intercalation mechanism
within a “breathing” host structure.14
Concerning the anionic oxidation plateau, it leads to the
consumption of component III to produce IV, such that both
vary linearly vs capacity, which indicates the robustness of the
results (Figure 2a, bottom). The |χ(R)| of IV (Figure 3d) shows
two peaks located at similar positions as in III, however with a
much lower intensity (thereby damped oscillations in k-space
also, inset of Figure 3d). This indicates that the fully charged
phase becomes disordered, which is also reproducibly observed
with ex situ measurements (Supporting Information Figure S4).
This ﬁnding is in agreement with previous XRD data showing a
broadening of peaks with no shifting, and supports the
interpretation that a disordered phase nucleates with anionic
oxidation,3 hence producing the electrochemical signature of a
conversion-like mechanism.14 EXAFS ﬁtting of component IV
(Figure 3d) is best achieved using a distorted RuO 6
coordination to ﬁt the ﬁrst peak, the most appropriate model
having three types of Ru−O distances (1+2+3; see Supporting
Information Table S3 comparing diﬀerent models considered).
The second peak is ﬁtted using three slightly dissimilar Ru−M
distances. Moreover, the same model remains equally valid for
the ex situ measured 1st charged sample (Supporting
Information Figure S4), thus strengthening its validity. The
experimental observation of distorted RuO6 octahedral
coordination via EXAFS modeling is a unique ﬁnding as it
was so far only a theoretical prediction.4 Moreover, it justiﬁes
the growth of the XANES pre-edge peak (Figure 1c). On the
other hand, the Ru−M geometry cannot be further interpreted
since the structural model is not simple, partly because of the
nonquantiﬁable TM migration as was previously observed with
TEM.13 Nevertheless, one of the six Ru−O distances in
component IV is signiﬁcantly shorter (1.75 Å) than the rest,
and we can envisage that the “peroxo-like” oxidized oxygen
(O−O)n− is stabilized between two such short Ru−O distances,
as illustrated in Figure 3e (right side), consequently forming a
Ru5+−(O2)n−−Ru5+ entity. Experimentally evidencing this
mechanism reinforces previous theoretical calculations that
predicted the same.4,18,36 Although exact estimation of the O−
O distance is not trivial as several combinations are possible,
but we can expect that O−O < 2.33 Å, which is signiﬁcantly
shorter than the 2.48 Å distance seen in component III before
9718
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Figure 5. Operando XAS characterization of LRSO’s 5th cycle. (a) The voltage proﬁle (top part) measured in the operando cell with a CCCV
protocol (constant current constant voltage) using a current density of 32 mA g−1 (C/5 for 1.0 Li+ exchanged per formula unit). Potentiostatic holds
at 4.4 and 2.0 V are applied until current decays to 1.6 mA g−1 (C/100) for achieving a full charge and discharge. The electrode used was previously
activated in a coin cell and recovered in the discharged state after four CCCV cycles. The bottom part shows the variation of relative concentrations
of the three principal components as a function of capacity over the charge and discharge paths. These components, reconstructed using the MCRALS method, explain 99.9999% of the variance in the experimental data with the lack of ﬁt being 0.093%. (b) XANES region of the reconstructed Ru
K-edge spectra comparing components I5th and II5th. (c) Comparison of components II5th and III5th. (d) The reaction scheme deduced from PCA,
followed by MCR-ALS analysis, and the methodology to decouple the dQ/dV contributions of the cationic and anionic processes. (e) The decoupled
dQ/dV proﬁles and their resulting summation which resembles the overall as-measured dQ/dV proﬁle from the operando cell.

discharge path. Overall, the 5th cycle can hence be
characterized by a sequential reaction mechanism (I5th to II5th
to III5th on charge and vice versa on discharge). Note, however,
that the proﬁles of relative concentrations as a function of
capacity do not superimpose when compared on the charge vs
discharge paths (Figure 5a, bottom), hence demonstrating a
path dependence. This explains the presence of a voltage
hysteresis14 because slightly diﬀerent concentration ratios of the
three reacting components would lead to slightly diﬀerent
electrochemical potentials.
The isolation of component II5th (the intermediate species)
was not trivial here as it stays far from achieving a pure relative
concentration during the entire cycle, thereby underscoring the
importance of PCA and MCR-ALS analyses in extracting the
reaction mechanism. Further analysis of the reconstructed
spectra reveals the nature of the three components. The
reaction step between components I5th and II5th involves
primarily a shift of the rising edge in the XANES part (Figure
5b), therefore meaning a change in Ru oxidation state (cationic
redox). On the other hand, the main change between
components II5th and III5th (Figure 5c) is at the pre-edge
peak that arises from the distortion of the oxygen network
(distorted RuO6 coordination) as a consequence of anionic
oxidation, a result similar to the ﬁrst cycle. PCA, followed by
MCR-ALS analysis, is thus successful in decoupling the
overlapping cationic−anionic redox reactions, which can in
turn be individually tracked on the dQ/dV curve using a
methodology schematized in Figure 5d. In short, charge

change of voltage proﬁle from a staircase-like to a sloped Sshape. We next explore the cationic−anionic charge compensation mechanism once this sloped electrochemistry is stabilized
during the 5th cycle.
Sloped S-Shaped 5th Cycle. LRSO was ﬁrst activated in a
regular coin cell by performing four formation cycles. The cell
was then disassembled to recuperate the activated electrode,
which was immediately transferred into the operando XAS cell
for studying the 5th cycle. The electrochemical proﬁle obtained
in the operando cell (Figure 5a, top) is characterized by a sloped
S-shape having a notable hysteresis between charge vs discharge
potentials, quite similar to that observed in coin cells14. The asrecorded Ru K-edge XAS spectra (measured without current
interruption; time interval between two spectra was ∼27 min)
during one complete cycle show an edge shift (cationic redox)
at lower potentials, whereas a change in the pre-edge peak
(anionic redox) at higher potentials (Supporting Information
Figure S10). Further analysis with PCA (detailed PCA results
in Supporting Information Figure S11) revealed the presence of
three principal components, which were reconstructed using
the MCR-ALS method attempting to simultaneously ﬁt all
spectra measured during the 5th charge−discharge cycle. The
resulting evolutions of relative concentrations of the three
components as a function of capacity are shown in Figure 5a
(bottom). The charging process starts with the consumption of
component I5th (discharged) to produce II5th (intermediate).
Further oxidation leads to the appearance of III5th (charged) at
the expense of I5th and II5th. A reverse behavior is seen on the
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Figure 6. EXAFS analysis of principal components on the 5th cycle of LRSO. Magnitude of Fourier transforms of k3-weighted EXAFS oscillations for
the three components (a−c) along with ﬁtting results. The |χ(R)| plots are not corrected for phase shifts. Insets show the quality of ﬁts in the kspace.

distortion (ﬁve Ru−O distances at 1.98 Å and one at 1.85 Å;
see Supporting Information Table S6 justifying the model
used). The shrinking of Ru−O when going from I5th to II5h
comes from the cationic oxidation of Ru. One short Ru−M
(2.57 Å) distance and two long Ru−M (2.75 and 3.12 Å)
distances are still present in II5th. Component III5th represents
the charged state and it is more disordered than I5th and II5th, as
indicated by the reduced intensity of |χ(R)| peaks in Figure 6c
as well as damped oscillations in the k-space (see inset). Its ﬁrst
peak in |χ(R)| can be modeled with a distorted RuO6
octahedron (again using a 1+2+3 model that is appropriate
for the charged material; recall Supporting Information Table
S3 for justiﬁcation) and its second peak with three slightly
dissimilar Ru−M distances. This local structural model is
comparable to the 1st charged sample (recall Figure 3d), but
with somewhat higher disorder. When comparing the Fourier
transforms, note the larger structural change during the anionic
redox step between components II5th and III5th (Figure 6b vs
6c) that involves a distortion of RuO6 coordination plus a loss
of order upon oxidation, compared to the less severe changes
during the cationic redox step between components I5th and
II5th (Figure 6a vs 6b). A higher kinetic barrier can thus be
envisaged for the anionic redox process, bringing a structural
explanation to the recently reported sluggish electrochemical
kinetics at high potentials where anionic redox is located.14

compensation from the cationic redox process (dQcationic) is
proportional to the change in concentration of component I5th
(d[I5th]) and charge compensation from the anionic redox
process is proportional to the change in concentration of
component III5th (d[III5th]). The hence decoupled dQ/dV
proﬁles (Figure 5e) clearly show how the cationic and anionic
processes are separated at low and high potentials, respectively,
however with a considerable overlap. Moreover, summation of
the two proﬁles can generate the overall dQ/dV proﬁle (Figure
5e), which matches well with the as-measured dQ/dV in the
operando cell and also resembles the proﬁle observed in coin
cells (Supporting Information Figure S12). Such an agreement
of the deconvoluted proﬁles with the one measured
experimentally further shows the robustness of our approach.
Moreover, ex situ measurements over the 5th cycle fully support
the above identiﬁed cationic−anionic redox potentials
(Supporting Information Figure S13). Overall, our detailed
XAS analysis unambiguously proves that the high potential dQ/
dV peak is due to anionic redox, strengthening what was
previously proposed based on EPR16 and electrochemical
measurements.14 Furthermore, it can also be noted in Figure 5e
that the cationic redox dQ/dV peaks (centered around ∼3.4 V)
mirror between charge vs discharge, unlike the anionic redox
peaks (centered around ∼3.8 V) that are highly asymmetric. It
is this asymmetry in the anionic redox process that is
responsible for voltage hysteresis. Even for ex situ samples
(relaxed over several days) on the 5th cycle, a similar hysteresis
mechanism is reproduced such that the cationic−anionic
reaction extent (identiﬁed from XANES part) as well as the
local structure (from EXAFS analysis) diﬀers slightly for
samples prepared at the same state of charge (SoC), i.e., with
equal Li content, but via diﬀerent paths, namely, mid-charged
vs mid-discharged (Supporting Information Figure S13).
The local structure of the discharged state in the 5th cycle is
revealed from EXAFS ﬁtting of component I5th (Figure 6a). It is
comparable to the ﬁrst discharged sample (recall Supporting
Information Figure S9), showing a similar arrangement as the
pristine material but with increased disorder (thereby increased
Debye−Waller factor also; see detailed ﬁtting results in
Supporting Information Table S5). The three peaks in |χ(R)|
correspond, respectively, to six Ru−O (2.04 Å) distances, one
short Ru−M (2.60 Å) distance, and two long Ru−M (3.09 Å)
distances. Component II5th (Figure 6b) appears similar to I5th
in terms of peak intensities and peak positions. The ﬁrst peak
can be modeled with a RuO6 octahedron having minor

■

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Using operando XAS, we have studied in detail the charge
compensation mechanism and local structural evolution in a
model Li-rich layered oxide, Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO), in order
to advance the fundamental understanding of cationic−anionic
redox processes that govern these high capacity battery
cathodes.
Starting with the analysis of pristine LRSO, we were able to
neatly capture the asymmetric RuM3 arrangement (one short
and two long distances) at the local scale, an eﬀect that is
diﬃcult to observe with long-range techniques such as
XRD.3,32,33 LRSO’s staircase-like 1st charge proﬁle, which is
characteristic of Li-rich layered oxides in general,7 starts with
Ru4+/5+ cationic oxidation around 3.6 V, as characterized by the
edge shift on Ru K-edge XANES spectra. Furthermore, via PCA
and MCR-ALS analyses, we have shown how the cationic
deintercalation process is in fact characterized by a threecomponent reaction mechanism (I to II to III), where initial Li
removal (I to II) does not alter the asymmetric RuM3 units,
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current). Overall, it can be concluded that the hysteresis
phenomenon in Li-rich cathodes results from the interplay
between the cationic−anionic redox processes which compete
to compensate for the overall charge, resulting in the
diﬀerences between oxidation vs reduction paths. A similar
hysteresis mechanism might be at play in LR-NMC cathodes
and deserves greater attention for practically important reasons
of energy eﬃciency and thermal management.47−52 Concerning
kinetics, the cationic reaction (I5th to II5th) causes less severe
changes to the local structure compared to the anionic one
(II5th to III5th), with the latter leading to disordering and
oxygen network distortion around Ru atoms, which is an
energy consuming process. EXAFS analysis has therefore
provided a local structural explanation behind the previously
reported sluggish kinetics of the anionic redox reaction.14
In summary, our detailed operando XAS investigation of
Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO) has revealed the fundamental Lidriven electrochemical mechanisms in this model cathode
which represents the Li-rich layered oxide family. With a
chemometric approach to XAS data analysis, which is based on
PCA and MCR-ALS analyses, we now fully understand the
charge-compensation mechanism and local structure evolutions
not just during LRSO’s staircase-like 1st charge but also during
its more convoluted S-shaped-sloped 5th cycle. A neat
decoupling of the cationic−anionic redox processes, especially
on the 5th cycle, has provided structural and redox designations
to diﬀerent features in the dQ/dV curves, thus bridging
electrochemical and spectroscopic methods. Moreover, the
spectroscopic demonstration of anionic redox activity beyond
just the ﬁrst couple of cycles settles all doubts over its long-term
reversibility. Several extensions of this work are conceivable,
ranging from further investigation of the hysteresis mechanism
via half-cycles, the eﬀect of diﬀerent C-rates, and operando softXAS53,54 measurements, to developing multicomponent
electrochemical models that incorporate the deconvoluted
cationic−anionic proﬁles. Overall, this study demonstrates the
potential of operando XAS, when complemented with chemometric methods, in revealing reaction intermediates, decoupling
overlapped reactions, and accurately tracking local structural
evolutions in a noninvasive manner, making it an indispensable
technique for electrochemical systems such as batteries. This
calls for an improved access to synchrotron facilities as well as
to XAS data analysis. As for the Li-rich cathodes, this study
presents the ﬁrst quantitative deconvolution of the cationic−
anionic redox reactions, which could similarly be performed on
LR-NMC and other high capacity anionic-redox based cathodes
that are being discovered rapidly.12 These fundamental insights
about anionic-redox based electrochemical energy storage are
crucial for the development of high energy-density batteries.

whereas the completion of cationic oxidation (II to III)
equalizes the RuM3 distances, as demonstrated by EXAFS
modeling of the three principal components. Note that these
subtle evolutions of the local structure could not previously be
detected with XRD,3 EPR,16 or NMR.17 On the other hand, the
high sensitivity of purely electrochemical methods deserves
acknowledgment here since a double peak around 3.6 V in the
dQ/dV and diﬀusion coeﬃcient proﬁles14 had indicated the
possibility of a two-step mechanism, which has now been
established via operando XAS.
On further charging across the 4.2 V plateau, Ru does not
oxidize anymore, as also conﬁrmed by comparing with Li3RuO4
having a formal Ru5+ state (Supporting Information Figure S4).
Instead, a pre-edge peak grows in the Ru K-edge XANES,
which signiﬁes the distortion of RuO6 coordination as a
consequence of anionic oxidation. Quantiﬁcation of this oxygen
network distortion around Ru atoms via EXAFS modeling has
in turn revealed the crucial role of short Ru−O distances in
stabilizing the “peroxo-like” oxidized oxygen (O−O)n− and
preventing oxygen loss. Moreover, we have also directly proven
the presence of oxidized lattice oxygen in fully charged LRSO
using bulk-sensitive HAXPES. Structure-wise, as the anionic
oxidation process triggers severe disordering, long-range
techniques like XRD cannot provide further information,3
and hence, the local-scale sensitivity of XAS was valuable herein
for visualizing the oxygen network distortion. This structural
distortion permanently impacts the electrochemical curve on
discharge, which is no longer staircase-like with disconnected
cationic−anionic processes, but rather sloped S-shaped
involving overlapping cationic−anionic reductions. Moreover,
a full discharge cannot reinstate the pristine ordering, although
the asymmetric RuM3 arrangement reappears at the local scale.
Application-wise, it was important to study the sloped Sshaped voltage proﬁle as it will govern the electrochemical
properties of a battery with Li-rich cathodes. Via PCA and
MCR-ALS analyses of the 5th cycle operando XAS data, we
established a three-component reaction mechanism (I5th to II5th
to III5th). Through this spectroscopy-driven analysis, the
overlapping cationic (at lower potential) and anionic (at higher
potential) redox processes were neatly decoupled from each
other by tracing their individual dQ/dV contributions. Apart
from being one of the ﬁrst spectroscopic demonstrations of
reversibility of anionic activity in Li-rich cathodes beyond just
the ﬁrst couple of cycles (that are usually characterized in the
literature10,12,16,17,41,42), this work has also revealed fundamental insights about voltage hysteresis and kinetics. Concerning
hysteresis in the 5th cycle, we demonstrate how the relative
concentration proﬁles for the three components do not
superimpose when compared on charge vs discharge paths,
thereby demonstrating a path dependence. The same can
alternatively be visualized from the decoupled cationic−anionic
dQ/dV contributions, in which the anionic redox process
displays a higher asymmetry. In light of these XAS-based
results, the detrimental eﬀect of anionic redox in triggering
hysteresis when LRSO is charged to higher potentials is now
fully established.14 Note that this hysteresis mechanism is
diﬀerent from that of LiFePO4 (nonmonotonic equilibrium
potential43,44) or conversion materials (core−shell mechanism45 or diﬀerent thermodynamic reaction paths46). Furthermore, there are subtle diﬀerences even for ex situ samples
(relaxed over several days) prepared at the same SoC (or Li
content) via either charge or discharge paths, which indicates
the thermodynamic nature of hysteresis (independent of

■

METHODS

Material Synthesis and Electrode Preparation. Single-phase
Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO) powders, as determined by X-ray powder
diﬀraction (XRD) (BRUKER D8 Advance diﬀractometer with Cu Kα
radiation, λKα1 = 1.54056 Å, λKα2 = 1.54439 Å), were synthesized by a
solid-state route, as reported previously.3 For electrochemical testing,
the powders were cast into free-standing Bellcore-type electrodes by a
methodology described previously.14,27 To obtain a good signal-tonoise ratio at the Ru K-edge, the active material loading in the
electrode was set to ∼20 mg cm−2. Circular discs of ∼7 mm in
diameter were used in each cell.
XAS Sample Preparation. For ex situ sample preparation,
Swagelok-type cells were assembled in an argon glovebox (moisture
and oxygen < 1 ppm) with Li metal foil at the negative electrode that
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was separated from the LRSO positive electrode by two layers of
Whatman GF/D borosilicate glass-ﬁber sheets acting as the separator
soaked with an electrolyteLP100 (Merck) having 1 M LiPF6
dissolved in ethylene carbonate:propylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate in a 1:1:3 weight ratio. All cells were rested for 12 h before
cycling. After charging or discharging the cells to the desired state of
charge (SoC), they were carefully (avoiding short circuit) and
immediately (to avoid self-discharge under open circuit) disassembled
inside an argon glovebox to recover the positive electrode. The cycled
electrodes were thoroughly rinsed three times with anhydrous
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) to remove the remaining electrolyte and
the soluble surface deposits. DMC was evaporated by leaving the
samples under vacuum (using the glovebox antechamber) for at least 1
h. Special care was taken to never expose the samples to air or
moisture. For this, they were constantly maintained in a dry argon
atmosphere or in vacuum. For ex situ XAS measurements, each cycled
electrode was placed between two layers of Kapton tape, which was
then sealed inside the argon glovebox within two layers of airtight
transparent plastic pouches. The pouches were taken out of the
glovebox just before the XAS measurements. For operando XAS
measurements, an in situ electrochemical cell,35 designed for
transmission of the X-ray beam thanks to two Be windows (one on
either side), was used for studying LRSO positive electrodes in a Li
half-cell conﬁguration. The cells were assembled in an argon glovebox
with an identical conﬁguration as the above-mentioned Swagelok cells.
The 1st cycle was studied by using a pristine electrode, and the 5th
cycle was studied by using an activated electrode that was previously
formatted by four CCCV cycles in a coin cell. The transfer for the
activated electrode was done inside the glovebox immediately after
disassembling the activated coin cell.
Ru K-Edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). Ex situ and
operando XAS measurements at the Ru K-edge were performed in
transmission mode at the ROCK beamline55 of synchrotron SOLEIL
(France). Measurements performed in transmission mode provide
bulk information averaged over many particles that are situated in the
beam spot size of ∼2 mm2. A Si(220) channel-cut quick-XAS
monochromator with an energy resolution of 2 eV at 22 keV was used.
The intensity of the monochromatic X-ray beam was measured with
three consecutive ionization detectors. The ex situ samples or the
operando electrochemical cell was placed between the ﬁrst and the
second ionization chambers. For each measurement, successive spectra
were collected at a rate of 2 Hz and averaged out over periods of 250 s
(500 spectra) to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The time interval
between two consecutive spectra in the operando experiments was
higher (∼20 min for the cell doing 1st cycle and ∼27 min for the cell
doing 5th cycle) since each time three diﬀerent cells were
simultaneously measured using a movable sample holder. Neither
the current nor the acquisition was interrupted during cycling. The
energy calibration was established with simultaneous absorption
measurements on a RuO2 reference placed between the second and
the third ionization chambers. The data were treated using the
Demeter package56 for energy calibration and normalization. The
normalized spectra were then globally analyzed with principal
component analysis (PCA)19 in order to ﬁnd the number of
orthogonal components needed to describe the whole evolution
during cycling. The number of principal components was then used as
the basis for multivariate curve resolution-alternating least-squares
(MCR-ALS)20,21 analysis using the tool developed by Jaumot et al.22
under the constraints of (i) non-negativity, and (ii) closure (sum of all
concentrations equals 1.00). Finally, the reconstructed components
were ﬁtted using the Artemis software.56 Fourier transforms of EXAFS
oscillations were carried out in the k-range from ∼4.0 to ∼16 Å−1.
Fitting was performed in the R-range from ∼1.2 to ∼3.2 Å using k3
weight. EXAFS amplitudes and phase shifts were calculated by FEFF7
with a starting model derived from Li2RuO3. Conventional leastsquares modeling was performed using the phase and amplitude
factors calculated by FEFF7. Note that the FTs throughout this work
are not corrected for the phase shifts.
Hard X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (HAXPES). HAXPES
measurements were performed on powders instead of slurry-

electrodes. Li half-cells having LRSO powders ball-milled with
conductive Carbon Super P in a 91:09 ratio at the positive electrode
(total weight kept ∼40 mg for each cell to ensure repeatability) and Li
metal foil at the negative electrode were assembled in Swagelok-type
cells in an argon glovebox. After charging/discharging to desired SoCs,
the cells were disassembled and the positive electrode powders were
recovered, rinsed, and dried as described above. Note that our ex situ
electrode samples were recovered as loose powders that were
thoroughly mixed. This averaged out any concentration gradients
which can bias XPS results if slurry-electrodes were used instead. Great
attention was paid to preserve samples from air exposure during
transfer and handling. They were constantly maintained in dry argon
atmosphere or in vacuum. For HAXPES, they were transferred from
the argon glovebox to the beamline introduction chamber through a
specially designed stainless steel transfer system (suitcase) preventing
exposure to ambient.
HAXPES measurements were carried out at the GALAXIES57
beamline of SOLEIL synchrotron in France. The photon excitation
energy hν = 6.9 keV was obtained using the third-order reﬂection of a
Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. The photoelectrons were
analyzed by a SCIENTA EW4000 spectrometer, and the obtained
energy resolution from the Au Fermi edge was 0.14 eV. No charge
neutralizer was needed, and the pressure was kept around 10−8 mbar in
the analysis chamber during the measurements. Experiments were
carried out using the single-bunch mode (lowest synchrotron
brilliance) to avoid degradation under the X-ray beam. The binding
energy scale was calibrated from the C 1s core peak at 284.4 eV
coming from Carbon Super P added to the positive electrode
materials.
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